Scope and Content

Professor of Economics; William Stewart Nelson hired by President Bryant Drake 1946-. He received his Masters of Arts degree in Economics from the University of Colorado. Born in Potter Nebraska…

The collection is closed, unless the Doane archivist would find additional items.
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Provenance

Personal affects

Restrictions

“All users of this collection will complete the application to use archival materials, and observe the regulations specified in the user’s agreement and researcher’s code of conduct. All records in the collection are open and available for research.”

William Stewart Nelson

(Crete, Nebraska)

(20/02/01)
Inventory—Folder: “Writings of Nelson, Steward” items:

Newspaper  Clipping with a picture of W. Stewart Nelson (no ID/2 copies)
Letter  Nebraska Historical Society de-assigning Stewart Nelson’s paper presented at Conference on Nuclear Energy
Paper  “To The Doane Faculty” from Stewart Nelson and the Office of Institutional Research
Letter  (file copy) from Doane archivist; Joyce Jeffries Smith, October 21, 1994, subject Stewart Nelson
Copy  “Professor W. Stewart Nelson of Doane spoke on the economic implications of nuclear energy…”
Paper  “The Doane Grade Inflation Related to the National Scene” by Stewart Nelson September 21, 1977
Newsletter  “Doane College News Letter, V.60 No 2 January, 1964

William Stewart Nelson

(Crete, Nebraska)

(20/02/01)

Inventory:  “Doane News Letters & Student Directories” items:

Pamphlet  “Student Handbook-Directory”, 1950-51
Pamphlet  "Doane College Student Directory" 1955-56

Pamphlet  “New Students Doane College”, V. 1, No. 4, September, 1963

Pamphlet  “1966 Doane College Freshmen”

Magazine  “Doane Magazine”; V. 48, No. 3, Summer, 1971


Inventory—Folder:  “Photographs Sigma Phi Theta; Homecoming & Misc.”

12 photos

Manuscript  “Economics History of the Cheyenne County Frontier by Stewart Nelson, May 12, 1940


Manuscript  “Confrontations on the Omaha Power Frontier” by w. Stewart Nelson, Doane College, Crete, Nebraska (Manuscript Copy, Nebraska Journal of Economics and Business, Fall, 1962.

Inventory--Folder:  “Nelson Stewart” publications:

Magazine  “Nebraska Journal of Economics and Business” published by College of Business Administration University of Nebraska, Autum, 1962 (4 copies)


William Stewart Nelson

(Crete, Nebraska)

(20/02/01)

Manuscript  “An Evaluative Review of Recent Studies on Absenteeism” by W. S. Nelson July 30, 1959

Manuscript  “The Private Companies and A Public Power Paradox” by W. Stewart Nelson, June 2, 1960

Inventory—Folder:  “Papers: Assignments & Speeches (not by Nelson)” items:
Paper “Eight-Minute Presentation of “Conservation Problems and Measure for Our Short-Run Energy Crisis and Long Run Future on Non-Abundant Energy””

Paper Dean William’s address to annual Trustees-Faculty dinner on October 17th, December 1, 1958

Paper “Marginal Cost Pricing and Modification for Future Electrical Plants Implementing New—Energy Fuels About The Year 2000”

Paper “Small is Beautiful” address by Dr. E. F. Schumacher, March 9, 1977

Paper “The Application of Atomic Energy to Agriculture” by Dr. Adolf F. Voigt, March 22, 1956

Paper " Radiation Treatment of Food—Important Application of “Peaceful” Atomic Energy” by Martin S. Peterson


Notebook “Public Finance, Revenue Systems by Stewart Nelson (handwritten)